DNA Nanostructures assembled from artificial single stranded DNA provided an engineering method to fabricate highly biocompatible spatial objects, which have potentials applications as drug delivery vehicles and templates for the patterning of biological molecules as biosensor for active hepatic targeting drug delivery. Most DNA nanostructures are constructed by annealing process, which means some thermal sensitive drugs and biosensors made from peptides or proteins in the structure will be denatured during fabrication. Fabrication of DNA nanostructure under isothermal condition remains challenging. Herein we report a simple and cost-effective method to form DNA nanotubes in the presence of urea with only two single-stranded tiles (SST) at room temperature. The constructed DNA nanotubes were observed and analyzed by atomic force microscopy (AFM). Experimental results show the feasibility and stability of our method. This method avoids traditional annealing procedure and will provide possibility to further assembly nano-scale structures in vivo.
INTRODUCTION
DNA, known as genetic materials for replication and storage of information in biology, is also an ideal material for building up nanostructures due to the precisely predicted behavior according to the WatsonCrick base pairing rules. A collection of one-, two-and three-dimensional DNA nanostructures have been formed [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Among these nanostructures, the DNA nanotubes are promising ones which can be applied as drug delivery vehicles, functional elements in nano-devices and programmable templates for the organization of materials and biomolecules [10] .
Several strategies have been used to construct DNA nanotubes. These methods include DNA origami [11] [12] [13] [14] , DNA tile self-assembly [1, 3, [15] [16] [17] [18] and SST (single-stranded tile) [7, 10, 19, 20] . These approaches use thermal annealing protocol in which component strands were mixed in a magnesium-containing buffer followed by annealing from high temperature (e.g., ~95°C) to room temperature. However when DNA nanotubes are used as templates for patterning materials, it is desirable to form the nanostructure under isothermal conditions especially at room temperature, for some functional molecules such as proteins are thermally sensitive and will denature at high temperature (streptavidin, 75°C).
Several efforts have been made to realize isothermally DNA self-assembly of nanostructures. Jungmann et al. achieved isothermal assembly of DNA origami by alerting the concentration of formamide at room temperature [21] . This method had the experimental limitation of setup up of dialysis system and failed to construct DNA nanotubes using a single self-complementary sequence. Gothelf et al. applied denature agents such as formamide and urea to assemble various complex DNA structures at room temperature by controlling the concentration of the chemical [22] . This method is simple and efficient which requires no thermal cycler or dialyzer. But the nanostructures formed consume a large amount of strands which lead to high cost. Andreas Kopielski and co-workers introduced betaine to achieve 2D DNA rectangle-shaped origami at room temperature [23] . Yin and co-workers achieved a DNA isothermal-assembly system in which the melting temperature of the component strands were precisely controlled [24] . To achieve the required temperature, the sequences of the strands must be designed cautiously and take GC content, domain length, and assembly buffer into consideration. This method can be used at a wide range of temperature isothermally but has the limitation of requiring facile design of DNA sequence to obtain the corresponding temperature. Winfree and co-workers successfully formed DNA nanotubes with micrometers-scale length from DX tiles at room temperature [25] . They first formed the incomplete tile using conventional thermal denature procedure and then made use of strand displacement reactions to construct DNA nanotubes. This method still includes thermal annealing during the whole process. Mao, C. D. and co-workers constructed ladder-like and ring-like DNA nanostructures through the two synchronous selfassembly processes under isothermal conditions [26] . But the method works under the hypothesis that when brought into proximity in space the two independent assembly processes could be synchronized and would display high collaboration. There are some recently published results on DNA nanotubes, see e.g. in [27] [28] [29] [30] .
Unlike multi-stranded tile self-assembly with rigid core, the tile of SST-based self-assembly is single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) that is composed entirely of concatenated sticky ends. The SSTs work cooperatively with unpurified strands without the need of precise control of their stoichiometric quantity like DNA origami. But the method requires no scaffold compared to DNA origami. The nanostructures constructed using SST-based method holds great promise in applications ranging from electronics to nanotechnology, they can be applied as nanowires and templates for organization of functional elements.
Herein, we report a simple and cost-effective method for assembling DNA nanotubes based on SST without prior thermal annealing process using only two synthetic DNA strands that contain 42 bases, respectively. In this approach urea is introduced to realize the assembly process at room temperature. The DNA nanotubes with variable diameter and length of several hundred nm were observed under AFM after mixing the two strands with the same concentration in urea-containing assembly buffer and incubation at room temperature. Therefore the approach enables a simple and low cost technique for DNA tube construction in a one-pot solution. There are several results on assembling DNA nano tubes by SSTs with different sizes, but the purpose or potential application for drug delivering in this work is novel.
DESIGN
In our method, two SST motifs labeled S1 and VS1 are used to synthesize DNA nanotubes. The two SST strands S1 and VS1 are designed by software NUPACK for analysis and design of nucleic acid structures, devices, and systems. The SSTs strands designed have well thermodynamic stability. Each SST motif is a 42-base oligonucleotide composed of 4 consecutive modular domains (represented by colored line segments, as shown in Figure 1 ) which are 10, 11, 10, and 11 bases long respectively. In the SST motif shown in Figure 1 , domains with the odd number (domains 1 and 3) are complementary and the even-numbered domains (domains 2 and 4) bind together according to the Watson-Crick base pairing principle to form double DNA strands, i.e. the following pairs of domains are fully complementary: domain 1 of S1 and domain 3 of VS1, domain 2 of S1 and domain 4 of VS1, domain 3 of S1 and domain 1 of VS1, domain 4 of S1 and domain 2 of VS1. With the interaction of complementary domains of the two SST motifs a helix structure is formed. Every helix is composed of large amounts of segments spaced by 21-nucleotide-length (two turns) long dsDNA along the axis. Through repeating tiling of the same dsDNA segments the tubes are formed.
RESULTS
The SST strands S1 and VS1 were purchased from Shanghai Sangon Biotech with PAGE purification in dry form. Before use the strands were dissolved in 1×TAE buffer(17.5 mM Mg 2+ , 20 mM Tris with pH 7.6, 2 mM EDTA) (100 μM) by hand.
The two strands S1 and VS1 were mixed with a final concentration of 1 uM per strand in assembly buffer 1×TAE (20 mM Mg 2+ , 20 mM Tris with pH 7.6, 2 mM EDTA) containing 6M urea, and then the mixture was subjected to incubation process at room temperature (21°C) for a time period.
AFM was performed using Bruker Multimode 8 with fluid-scanasyst mode and scanasyst-fluid+ tip. A drop of 3 µl sample solution was pipetted onto a freshly cleaved mica surface and left to adsorb for 2 minutes. Two portions of 20 µl buffer were added onto the mica and AFM tip, respectively. AFM images were obtained after adjusting parameters.
Before being examined by AFM the sample were incubated at room temperature (21°C) for 24 hours. Direct imaging of the nanostructures by AFM provided the experiment evidence of tubular morphology which can be conclude from the height variation curve of the structure (Figure 2) . According to the AFM image, the DNA nanotube is up to 460 mm long and around 7 nm high with a ~110 nm width.
Several tubular shapes with variable length and diameter could be observed obviously, as can be seen in Figure 3 which may attribute to the random curve during the repeating assembling of the two strands.
In order to test the effect of the method, we prepared two samples one of which was the mixture of the two strands with urea and the other without urea. The concentration and stoichiometry of two strands applied were the same. The buffer was also the same except that no urea was added to the second sample, i.e. the difference between the first and the second sample was whether to include the urea. The sample was scanned by AFM after incubation at 21°C overnight. In Figure 4 , it shows the AFM images of the two samples with 10 um×10um scanning size, where the data height range is -10nm to 10 nm. In the left part of Figure 4 (with urea), the nanotubes could be observed obviously by AFM. The nanotubes have variable length ranging from 100 nm to 800 nm. No DNA nanotube can be observed in the right part of Figure 4 (without urea). It can be concluded with a big probability that DNA nanotubes can not be synthesized under the circumstance without urea. The result showed the effect of urea which can decrease the melting temperature down to room temperature at appropriate concentration. Urea as a non-toxic chemical additive enables to assemble nanostructures at room temperature. Therefore, it is indispensable for the interaction of the two strands to curve into nanotubes.
In order to check the stability of the assembled nanotubes, we incubated the samples with urea for several days. In Figure 5 , it shows the nanostructures assembled from S1 and VS1 as time elapsed. After being stored at room temperature for more than one month, DNA nanotubes remained intact as shown by AFM imaging. The stability may attribute to the long single-stranded overhangs, which ensure strong cohesions between the strands. Experiment results further confirms the stability and robustness of the method.
CONCLUSION AND FINAL REMARKS
In this work, we present a method to form DNA nanotubes at room temperature using only 2 different synthesized DNA strands each of which contain 42 bases. This approach is simple and cost-effective for largescale application. After incubation of the mixture of the two strands in urea-containing assembly buffer at room temperature, we observed DNA nanotubes with variable diameter and length of several hundred nm under AFM. After incubation for more than 1 month DNA nanotubes were also observed. Experimental results show the feasibility and stability of our method.
In conclusion, we have fabricated DNA nanotubes with low cost in the presence of urea that avoid heating at room temperature. The tubes formed here hold great potential in applications ranging from electronics to nanotechnology. They are likely to be applied as drug delivery tools and templates for the nanoscale assembly of temperature-sensitive proteins and other functional components.
The further research is to seek ways to control the size of the nanotubes under isothermal condition according to the size of the cargo for many promising applications, especially for in vivo drug-delivery. There are some other bio-inspired computing models, such as neural networks [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] , would do a favor in some sense for optimizing the structure of DNA nanotubes. 
